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Executive Summary 
A Segway PT (Personal Transporter) is a self-balancing personal transportation device with two 

wheels. The rider stands upright on a platform between the wheels and holds onto a steering colu11m. 

The rider controls the device by leaning and shifting their weight forwards, backwards and sid\' ro :::iCe 
(Segway Inc., 2011). 

This report examines the current legislation surrounding Segway PT use in Australia and 

internationally and detail what changes would be necessary to allow use on the Queensland wad 

network. The safety implications of Segway PT use on road and road-related areas a::-e alS8 discussed. 

Currently, the Segway PT cannot be registered or ridden on a road or road-related afea l1nder any 

circumstance. The Segway PT device is not specifically defined in Australiar. h',v" and there are no 

rules about these devices in the Australian Road Rules (ARRs) or the Quee'tlSlaitd Road Rules (QRRs) 

(NTC, 2009). The Segway PT is not specifically addressed by the Australian Design Rules (ADRs) 

and the device is not compliant with any of the existing vehicle categoriros. 

Recently, the Australian Capital Territory (ACT) introduced an exemption ioallow some limited use 

of Segway PTs on pathways around Lake Burley Griffm and areas of t,he Commonwealth Parliament 

House precinct in Canberra. While Queensland legislation does a!!l0wirilited exemptions to be 

provided from contraventions of the QRRs, legislative amend•lleJ1twould be necessary to issue 

exemptions from vehicle registration or driver licensing requirements. Importantly, exemptions from 

the QRR may only be issued if the exemption will not compt0ti~ise public safety. 

The current National Transport Commission (NTC) policy 6ii Segway PT use states that the Segway 

PT is "considered unsafe for road use and may only b,~ used on private property where there is no 

public access (see appendix A)." 

An examination of the safety specifications of the Segway PT revealed that in optimal dry conditions 

the Segway PT has similar speed, manoeuvral:nlity and braking capabilities to that of a bicycle. 

Although, in poorer (wet, slippery or loor;e. r;,r;:;.ve1) conditions or when taking emergency evasive 

action the Segway PT underperforms tlie bi-:-yde due to it's high centre of gravity and relatively poorer 

surface friction (Goodridge, 2003). Tht: sthbilisation function that keeps the Segway PT upright can 

actually throw the operator from the d~vi..;e during an extreme braking manoeuvre (Liu & 

Parthasarathy, 2003). Inexperi~nced cpntrollers are likely to have difficulty controlling the device in 

an emergency situation. A sv.~oy looking at the training required to operate a Segway PT concluded 

that safely handling the de,,ice b. most standard situations requires little training. However, the ability 

to respond to unforseen il;lcidtorrts and control the Segway PT in emergency situations requires regular 

practise (Darmochwal & Torp, 2006). 

Segway PT use oD roac-related areas such as footpaths is problematic as the braking, manoeuvrability 

constraints, and signii!cantly greater speed and mass of the Segway PT, have the potential to cause 

significant d,;lU<!ge and injury, particularly to pedestrians (Sobhani, Young, Logan & Bahrololoom, 

2011 ). 

Allowing Sc;~way PT use on the road also raises serious safety concerns, where the Segway PT 

oper&crr hGovmes the vulnerable user as they mix with other faster moving and heavier vehicles. 

Rese::ir(,hc:<s generally accept that the potential for conflict increases when vehicles using the same 

•c.aJ a.i.'~ travelling at different speeds (Meyer, Gomez-Ibanez & Tye, 1999). 
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Like other risky transport modes the injuries that can be sustained while operating a Segway PT can be 

severe (Vincent, Block & Black, 2009). However, unlike other highly vulnerable and risky transport 

modes such as cycling, the risk of injury associated with Segway PT is not mitigated by health and 

environmental benefits. In fact, Segway PT use is likely to replace greener transport modes such cW 

walking and cycling. 

The NTCs position on Segway PTs states that the devices "are not needed on the road network a11d S<' 
the current regulations which prevent them from being used do not need to be altered; and Segway 

PTs are undesirable on footpaths and other road related areas as they are potentially dangereu:. to 

pedestrians and so the current regulations which prevent them from being used in these :Jreas do not 

need to be altered (see appendix A)." 

In summary, the NTC recommendations and the safety issues highlighted pro,,iJe littlt: ~upport for 

allowing Segway PTs on the Queensland road network, either on the road ol' ('lfi rouu-l elated areas 

such as footpaths. The current requirement for Segway PTs to be only operated on private property 

with no public access appears appropriate. 
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1 Introduction 
A Segway PT (Personal Transporter), also sometimes known as a Segway HT (Human 

Transporter), is a self balancing personal transporter that was first introduced into th(: rct1.il 

market in 2001 (Segway Inc., 2011). Interest in and use of the Segway PT has gradl!aily 

increased since, and it is estimated that approximately 80,000 devices have been purchasd 

from the Segway PT's US manufacturer, Segway Inc. (Boniface, Mckay, Lucas, Sha:ifer & 

Sikka, 2011). The devices have been adopted by airport and shopping cent~e security, police 

officers, and tour groups in various locations throughout the world as well as iJy s0me 

commuters, although mainly in the USA (Goodridge, 2003). 

1.1 Background 
There is currently no provision for the Segway PT in the Austrahw Road Rules and the 

device is not specifically defined within the Australian Design R:.'lts. As such, regulation of 

the Segway PT by way of registration or licensing is not pot;s1blc: and the device is currently 

prohibited from operating anywhere on the Australian ro:..d ll~twork. In September 2011, the 

Attorney General in the Australian Capital Territory (ACT) iflroduced a nine month trial 

exemption from this prohibition to allow some limit·~d ~1sc of Segway PTs around Lake 

Burley Griffin and areas of the Commonwealth P~rliaJ]Jent House precinct in Canberra.* 

Following this exemption and due to the increasing i)Jierest in the Segway PT more 

generally, several Australian jurisdictions have bc;m approached by importers, distributors 

and/or tour group companies to seek advk.5 or. the status of operating the Segway PT 

elsewhere on the Australian road neMm·k .. Cmr.::ntly in Queensland Segway PTs can only be 

operated on private property with no rrubh(., access and are not permitted on roadways or 

road-related areas, such as footpath~'. 

1.2 Purpose 
This report will examine tl1e C'lrtent legislation surrounding Segway PT use and what 

changes would be neces~;:ry foi the devices to be permitted in some form on the Queensland 

road network. This report wiil also examine the safety implications of Segway PT use on 

road and road-relat~d <lrea>; and will identify some of the safety issues associated with 

allowing Segway PT t "J use the road network. 

* The ACT exemption has since been extended for a further 3 years. 
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1.3 What is a Segway PT? 
A Segway PT is a battery powered, two wheeled personal transportation device. Accordin~ 

to the manufacturer, a Segway PT is "an innovative device, which requires no special skills 

to ride and can go anywhere the operator desires" (Segway Inc., 2011 ). The basic strur:!')re 

of a Segway PT consists of a handle bar, adjustable controlling shaft and a standing piatfunn. 

Figure 1 below presents two Segway PT models currently available. The model on th~ lcfc 

known as the 'i2', is the basic model designed for use on relatively smooth terrain like paved 

or grassed surfaces. The retail price for this type of device is USD$6,295- 6,799 (S~gway 

Inc., 20 11 ). The model on the right, known as the 'x2', is designed for usc (JVei' more 

variable terrain. It has a bigger more stable base, has larger 'off-road' t;tres and i::: able to 

travel longer distances without recharging. The retail price for this tyPe of dcv!•::e is 

USD$6,895 -7,420 (Segway Inc., 2011). 

Figure 1: Two mode's qf the Segway PT currently available 

Source: (Segway Inc., 2011) 

The entire Segway Pf ;111it balances intuitively on two wheels. The technology behind this is 

known as dynamic Stabilisation (Boniface et al., 2011). To provide this dynamic 

stabilisation, rhe Segway PT uses five specially designed gyroscopes and tilt sensors and 10 

high spr.,erlm.icr01Jrocessors to control two powerful electric motors (Goodridge, 2003). The 

Segw"'Y PT is f'owered by two electric motors each of which are capable of maintaining a 

power output of 1.88 kilowatts (2.5 horsepower) and enable the device to travel at a software 

lim ;tell top speed of 20lan/h. The unit moves forward if the rider leans forward and moves 

bacK.w~.rds if leaned backwards. To gently stop the device the rider straightens up and for a 

il'<:'.f.'') severe braking manoeuvre the rider leans sharply backward for a short period of time. 

1 u manoeuvre left or right the rider twists the handles in the direction the wish to travel and 

be controlling shaft tilts similar to a cornering bicycle (Liu & Parthasarathy, 2003). 
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2 Legislation relating to Segway PT use 

2.1 Australian Road Rules 
The Segway PT device is not specifically defined in Australian law and there are no roles 

about these devices in the Australian Road Rules (ARR). 

Currently, the Segway PT cannot be registered or ridden on a road or road-related area under 

any circumstances. The current National Transport Commission (NTC) pdicy on the 

Segway PT use states that the Segway PT is "considered unsafe for ror.d ~lSC and 1nay only 

be used on private property where there is no public access." 

The NTC has given the following advice (see Appendix A): 

The use of Segway PTs on public roads and road related ~reas is prohibited in all 

Australian jurisdictions, with recent exception being fu:: s0me limited use in the 

ACT. This is consistent with the NTC's determina:iiJti<)Utlined below and the 

following recommendations were made: 

• Segway PTs are not needed on the road net>.vvrkand so the current regulations 

which prevent them from being used d~· pot need to be altered; and 

• Segway PTs are undesirable on footp.9tl":.s and other road related areas as they 

are potentially dangerous to pedesi::.iarrs and so the current regulations which 

prevent them from being used in these areas do not need to be altered. 

These recommendations wen;tii~cu$~eJ by the National Road Safety Strategy 

Panel, which agreed that there w~:s l'~o compelling reason for allowing the use of 

these devices on the road r;. '3lWork that outweighed the potential safety risk of a 

comparatively low speed a.fl_l)rt•tected class of road user mixing with motor vehicle 

traffic, or of motorised vchJc;es being permitted to mix with pedestrian traffic. 

Further, the NTC d.1cs r,ot plan to undertake any action to modify the Australian 

Road Rules or ot\.::f.national regulatory instruments to accommodate these devices. 

Other points to note are: 

• The Segway PT is !H"f eligible for conditional registration as its primary use is 

transportatiofl on r6ads and road-related areas. 

• The Segway :OT exceeds the two benchmarks currently used in determining the status of 

a whidc th:!t may be used on paths and the like: the output power and/or speed (200 

w~tts/10 kph). This excludes a Segway PT from use on the footpath and defines it as a 

motor vehicle. 

• Segway PTs low road speed makes it unsuited for on-road use in many situations as it 

may disrupt traffic flow and put the rider at heightened risk because of the speed 

differential. 

• In addition, there is the further concern of introducing another class of vulnerable road 

users to the traffic mix. 

These safety specifications are discussed further in section 3 of this report. 
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2.1.1 Queensland Road Rules 
In 1999 Queensland adopted the ARR into state legislation. This means that the road rules h" 

all jurisdictions of Australia are essentially uniform. As such there is also no provision fm 
the Segway PT in the Queensland Road Rules (QRR). 

Currently, the offences that are contravened by using a Segway PT device on road:;: c.r road

related areas in Queensland are as follows: 

• Section 288 of the QRR- Driving on a path- $60 fine 

• Section 289 of the QRR- Driving in a nature strip- $60 fine 

• Section 10 of the Transport Operations (Road Use Management-- Vohicle Registration) 

Regulation 2010- Vehicles used on road must be registered - $160 fine 

• Section 20 of the Motor Accident Insurance Act 1994- Drivh;g an uninsured class 15 

vehicle - $200 fine 

• Section 5(1)(c) ofthe Transport Operations (Road Use Mqacrgement- Vehicle 

Standards and Safety) Regulation 2010- Vehicle m.ust cohlp1y with vehicle standards

$100 fine and one demerit point 

• A penalty would also apply if the rider did not holrl t> cu:rent driver licence - maximum 

$6000, 18 months imprisonment and 5 years ctisgualification. 

In Queensland there are a number of other small vehicles and devices such as mopeds and 

skateboards that are allowed to be used on roads :md road-related areas with various 

restrictions. There are also some vehicles ('XH] devices that are prohibited from road use. Lists 

of examples of these categories can be fn.1n<l0n the Department of Transport and Main 

Roads' (TMR) website here: 

As discussed earlier the ACT Iws )ntwduced an exemption to allow some limited use of 

Segway PTs on the road n~:tw0rk. While Queensland legislation does allow limited 

exemptions to be provided fron< contraventions of the QRR, there is no ability to issue 

exemptions from vehicle rtozistration or driver licensing requirements without legislative 

amendment. Exemrt,uns fi:om the QRR may only be issued if the exemption will not 

compromise public sa':ety. As will be discussed in section 3 of this report, this provision 

would make the i!:;::l4C of a Segway PT exemption problematic. No other jurisdictions have 

indicated that tbey ;_ntend reconsidering prohibitions of Segway PTs on the road network at 

this tiJ.Y1t':. lf there is a move to change the position on the prohibition of Segway PTs a 

nationally agreed commitment is preferred. 
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2.2 Australian Design Rules 
The Australian Design Rules (ADRs) are the national standards for the design and 

construction of motor vehicles. ADRs specify the safety, emission control and anti-theft 

performance and features that vehicles must have and demonstrate before being supplied to 

market. ADRs specify the requirements considered appropriate for various categorie:s of 

vehicles. Vehicle categories are also defined within the ADR scheme (Department of 

Transport and Regional Services, 2011 ). The Segway PT is not yet specifically addt"essed by 

the vehicle categories identified within the ADRs; however, since the Segway PT 1~ a two 

wheeled vehicle, it is appropriate to examine the definitions of the two wbded vehicle 

categories in ADRs. Table I below presents the vehicle category defini:wns for \'~rious two 

wheeled vehicles. 

Table 1: Australian Design Rules vehicle category defir.!tlvr.~ lvr two=wheeled 
vehicles 

Section Vehicle Category Definition 
Number 

~ 

4.2.1 PEDAL CYCLE A vehicle designrxl to be propelled through a 
(AA) mechanism solely l)y human power. 

--
4.2.2 POWER-ASSISTED A pedal cyJ1e to '.vhich is attached one or more 

PEDAL CYCLE auxiliary pwp4hion motors having a combined 
(AB) maximuill povier output not exceeding 200 watts. 

4.2.3 MOPED - 2 Wheels A 1· ,,,heeled motor vehicle, not being a power-
(LA) aSsi~tcJ pedal cycle, with an engine cylinder 

: capa~iiy not exceeding ?O ml and a Maximum Motor 
r Gw:;le Speed not exceedmg 50 km/h; or a 2-wheeled 
I motor vehicle with a power source other than a 
[ piston engine and a Maximum Motor Cycle Speed 

not exceeding 50 km/h. 
---

4.2.5 MOTORC'fCL£ A 2-wheeled motor vehicle with an engine cylinder 
(LC) capacity exceeding 50 ml or a Maximum Motor 

Cycle Speed exceeding 50 km/h. 
~ 

Source: (Department of f:ans~,o)i and Regional Services, 2011) 

From the tabk 11 buvt it can be seen that the Segway PT is not specifically defined in the 

ADRs systerr. uf'.t>hicle categories. With two electric motors and a combined power output 

of 3.76 kllov.:atts (5 horsepower) the Segway PT cannot be classified as either a 'Pedal 

Cycle' cr a 'Power-Assisted Pedal Cycle' (which must either rely on human power or a 

maximum power output of200 watts). The device also cannot be classified as a 'Motorcycle' 

as i'. i~ nut capable of exceeding 50km/h. If the Segway PT were to be placed into one of the 

Ychisl~ categories above it would most appropriately come under the 'two-wheeled moped' 

cla~;sification as it is a two-wheeled motor vehicle that is not capable of exceeding 50km/h. 

However, a closer look at the specific moped ADRs reveal the Segway PT device is missing 

:nany features required of a moped to be operated on Australian roads (see Table 2 below). A 

two-wheeled moped must have, among other features: rear vision mirrors, lighting and 

signalling devices, vehicle markings and motorcycle style braking systems (Department of 

Transport and Regional Services, 2011). The Segway PT has none of these features. Hence 

whilst not specifically defined within the ADRs vehicle categories the device is also non

compliant with the closest relevant ADR of two-wheeled moped. 
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Table 2: Segway PT compliance with 3rd edition ADRs- Two-wheeled mopeds 

ADR Description 
Compliance 

1----...------l Details 
y 

I 
I 

I 

14 Rear Vision Mirrors 
Not fitted. Cannot maintain r;;quired I 
field of view due to variable r'orwi'rtl. I 
back lean 

19 
Installation of Lighting and 
Light-Signalling Devices on 
L-Group Vehicles 

Not fitted. Cannot maintain con?Gt 
orientation of lights due to v'lriable 
forward I back lean. Caml.cc meet 
location requiremclJ.t for some lights. 

-=~~~to~beal>letofi~~--~--~ 

33 

42 

43 

45 

Brake systems for Motor 
Cycles and Mopeds 

General Safety Requirements 

Vehicle Configuration & 
Dimensions 
Lighting & Light-Signalling 
Devices not covered by ECE 

Source: (Department ofTr=vrrt and Regional Services, 20 II) 

noimeet mudguard & audible 
·\g uevice (hom) requirements. 
be fitted with a horn 
width limit 

2.3 What cha.nges are necessary for the Segway PT to 
gain access to the Australian road network? 

Tl;e ~%t:ntial steps involved in gaining general road access for any vehicle type, including 

iLf: Segway PT, are as below: 

::1 Establish the need for access to road network by the new vehicle type. Benefits must 

outweigh the costs. The need must be examined and established in a consistent way at 

the national level. 

b Define the new vehicle category. 

c Develop a portfolio of ADRs that should apply to the new vehicle category. This may 

involve developing or adopting new ADRs. 
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d Vehicle manufacturers to complete the certification and type approval protocols for 

each vehicle make/model of the new category that they wish to supply to market. 

e State road transport agencies register the vehicles of the new category and afford aC'c~s.:: 

to their road network. 

f State road transport agencies also enforce in-service vehicle standards to ensure that thf; 

registered vehicles continue to meet the ADRs that the vehicles were built to. 

At this stage in Queensland, steps a, b, c and d of the above list have not happenecl. Hence 

logically, if the Segway PT was to be allowed on the Queensland road netw0tlr steps e and f 

would have to wait until the prerequisite steps a, b, c, and d were compbkd. 

2.4 Legislation in non-Australian jurisdictior•s 
The manufacturers of the Segway PT have invested considerable effor't irllobbying 

government in the USA to allow use of the Segway PT devices.()!l the road network. In 

particular, they are seeking regulation to allow Segway PT u£;: on footpaths and in other 

pedestrian spaces in order for their customers to operate it a~yw'lit;re that a pedestrian may 

go. Although traffic law typically prohibits or severely r.e~t!"!cts the operation of most types 

of vehicles (especially motorized vehicles) in pedestrian spue<~s, manufacturers have 

promoted legislation in every state in the USA to ck~.sify Segway PTs as Electric Personal 

Assistive Mobility Devices (EPAMDs). By classU'yir1g: tJ.e Segway PT as an EPAMD the 

device and driver would be considered a pedes~.ri:m 51~:.t like a wheelchair user. Presented 

below in Figure 2 is a graphical representation of Scgway PT legislation across all states in 

the USA. The values corresponding with .'~fld1 bar represent the number of states (out of a 

possible 51) that have adopted that le~I,i3Luivc requirement. In total41 states have passed 

some form of legislation that deals with. Seg:way PT operation. Of those, 31 allow use in 

some form on the road network, ei~.hcr on i:he road or on road related areas like footpaths and 

bike paths. Lights and reflectors h:;tve U(:en mandated in 20 and 22 states respectively whilst 

only 9 states have a requirement th?.< ~he operator must wear a helmet (although most states 

in the USA are yet to adopt telmt-t legislation for bicycles as well). Finally, 10 states have 

adopted a minimum age ! 0.1ulrement for use of the Segway PT and this ranges from 10-15 

years of age (Rodier, Shabecn & Novick, 2004). 
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41 

Passed Do Not 
Have 

Do Not 
Require 

Segway Legislation 

Allow Restrict Helmets Ligl~ts Reflectors Minimum 
Age 

Segway Usage Satety Requirements 

Figure 2: Summary of Segway PT legislati()tlii! a~ross the 51 states in the 
USA (values represent the number of state~ that have implemented the 
particular legislative requirement) 

Source: (Rodier, et al., 2004) 

Pedestrian advocates in the USA have be·~ll qu1te vocal in their opposition to the 

classification of Segway PTs as EP AMDs a,; 'they believe that the speed and weight of 

Segway PT will create hazards and rl.~sccm[ort for pedestrians. This is reflected in the 

literature, which notes that Segway PT operators may travel at much higher than pedestrian 

speeds, with limited vehicular rn:mo{;,Jvrability, including long stopping distances and wide 

turn radii. Despite these conct:rns :m::tny states in the USA have designed their legislation to 

mandate Segway PT openaion Otlly on footpaths and prohibit roadway use, which is the 

opposite of the regulation gcneially applied to bicycles, especially in urban areas 

(Goodridge, 2003). 
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3 Safety Specifications of a Segway PT 
To determine if it would be safe to operate a Segway PT in the road network, and when:: 

within that network it is safest for Segway PT use, it is important to understand the ce'ii~e's 

safety specifications. Of particular importance are the Segway PTs capabilities and 

limitations with regard to speed, manoeuvrability and braking. These are covered below ir, 

detail. 

3.1 Speed 

3 
,, 
.~ 

When examining the safety specifications of a Segway PT, it is first iwporta11t to understand 

its capacity to travel at speed, as the speed the device is travelling at is then ·~ritical in 

determining its manoeuvrability and braking/stopping distance. UpoB ti.e first public 

unveiling of the Segway PT in December of 2001, the media reroc,rted the consumer version 

of the Segway PT as having a top cruising speed of27-29km/h (Go0dridge, 2003). This was 

confirmed in a series of 'road tests' where the maximmn Seg~~?.) PT speed was measured at 

29lan/h, which was approximated to be more than seven :irt1~s ·V\Ialking speed (Landis et al., 

2004). The current consumer models of the Segway PT haw been equipped with a software

controlled maximum speed limit of 20km/h. Bicycles by comparison are capable of 

averaging 20-3 5 lan/h, depending upon the level of t:x,c;:tion of the rider. 

With dual electric motors, which have a combined p2wer output of 3.66 kilowatts (5 

horsepower), and weighing just 37 .6kg to 43kg the Segway PT has a high power to weight 

ratio. The device is therefore able to trawl ?.t ~ignificant speeds and achieve maximum speed 

quickly with fast acceleration. In responr,e tc. claims the Segway PT is too fast for pedestrian 

spaces, the manufacturer proposed that elcctl'onic speed governors could be set for lower 

speeds, as low as walking pace on footpaths, to protect pedestrians (Segway Inc., 2011). 

However, in practice this is unFkcly to happen. Liu and Parthasarathy (2003) argue that 

speed is essential for the devic<c: to ue a market success, since, for the average able-bodied 

person to consider the relati'v":ly h;_gh cost of the device worthwhile, the device must be as 

fast as its cheaper marke~ comp~;,titor, the bicycle. It follows from this argument, that if the 

travel speeds of the Segwc<y P'f are made much slower than a bicycle, then it could not 

compete in the transl)ort:!tlon marketplace. Furthermore, Segway PT owners may eventually 

find a way to bypa>s thl~ electronic speed governor by modifying the hardware or replacing 

the software, inm1ich the same way that owners of cars and computers make unsupported 

performance 'enhaneements using aftermarket technology (Goodridge, 2003). Given that 

most aJ:ttoul')biies are capable of travelling at nearly twice the maximum posted speed limit, 

it seenrs in.ev:table that Segway PTs will be operated at speeds of at least 25 km/h. And like 

oth~r light pvwered vehicles such as electric bicycles, mopeds, and electric scooters, Segway 

PT s will be operated at their top cruising speed whenever conditions allow their users to do 

so (Goodridge, 2003). For these reasons, it is therefore appropriate to consider the safety 

i~epl ications for the Segway PT when it is operated at this maximum speed. 

Manoeuvrability 
The Segway PT' s manoeuvrability is a key factor in determining the safety implications of 

allowing use of the device on the road network. Already established is the capability of a 

Segway PT to travel at speed and the fact that when conditions allow, the device is likely to 

be operated at its maximum speed. It is now important to understand how the device handles. 
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The Segway PTs parallel wheel configuration makes it compact enough, in theory, to 
be manoeuvred through most pedestrian spaces that accommodate wheelchairs 
(Goodridge, 2003). However, an important caveat to make is that this is dependent 
upon the operator's level of skill. When stationary, the Segway PT can tum in pl?.ce 
by rotating its wheels in opposite directions (Boniface et al., 2011 ). This gives it 
greater manoeuvrability than most vehicles when standing still. However, at higher 
speeds, the Segway PT's turning ability is limited by its high centre of gravity and 
narrow wheelbase (Goodridge, 2003). Much like a top-heavy vehicle, when 
travelling fast enough the Segway PT has a tendency to flip when turr.ting, sending 
the device and operator over sideways (Vincent et al., 2009). Bicycl~s are also top
heavy, but cyclists lean into turns as shown in Figure 3(A). The :naxinmm lean angle 
with respect to the outside wheel for a Segway PT is shown ir.. Fig·rre 2(B) and is 
dependent upon the device's centre of gravity. Given the upfighl: p0sh:ion of the 
operator, he or she is unable to adjust his or her weight far enough ~o the side to tum 

sharply without risk of flipping the device. Another imporia.ilt factor in a Segway 
PTs ability to manoeuvre at speed is the adhesion of its ty1 \'S to the pavement or 
riding surface (Darmochwal & Topp, 2006). A pre!hnin&ry r.nalysis revealed that 
there was little difference between a basic model Segv\-'r:lY PT (with standard tyres) 
and a bicycle with regard to tyre adhesiveness to pavewent. 

Figure 3: The lean ant?le fQquired when cornering a bicycle (A) and Segway 
PT (B) 

Source: (Goodridge, 2003) 

With a forward software controlled cmising speed of 20 km/h and a centripetal 
acceleration of 0. 3 Gs (assumed to be the maximum lean angle of a Segway PT 
operator using sta:adard tyres), the tum radius of a Segway PT is approximately 
1 0.5rr... With a torward cmising speed of 29 krn/h (maximum speed the device is 
capable of) Jnd the same centripetal acceleration, the tum radius of a Segway PT is 
abnost 15rh. From this we can conclude that when travelling at or below wallcing 
speed, the Segway PTs manoeuvrability is similar to that of a wheelchair and as such 
cau!d be appropriate for pedestrian spaces. Although as identified earlier the Segway 
PT i3likely to be operated at its maximum operating speed whenever possible, in 
which case its manoeuvrability is similar to that of a bicycle and like a bicycle would 
!lOt be appropriate for most pedestrian spaces (Goodridge, 2003). 
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Darmochwal and Topp (2006) had participants complete a range of manoeuvres 
while operating a Segway PT. One included a slalom event where Segway PT 
operators were required to manoeuvre their device around a series of pylons as 
quickly as possible. The researchers noted that the riders had to continuously 
concentrate on the cornering and keeping track, "riding slalom showed clearly thP. 
concentration requirement of inexperienced riders in complex situations" (p. 15). 
Practically all operators frequently sped up and stopped, cornering was jerky, and 
most of the riders had problems with steering changes and keeping track St>v1.:ral 
times pylons were skipped and almost every rider touched or went ovc:r one of the 
pylons, on some occasions, several times. 

Landis et al. (2004) observed that several times inexperienced riders 1m~handled the 
steering when under stress. For example, when taking evasive ac":iJ!lsinexperienced 
operators were more likely to fall off or overcompensate and c:nd up travelling 
uncontrollably backwards. Darmochwal and Topp (2006) c--mclud~.! "it became clear 
that after a short period of practice riding, the handling of t}H:> Segway PT in standard 
situations was no problem at all, reactions to unforeseea1Jl('}.i.'lcidents however, 
required more practice and experience if the riders vver~ not to react falsely" (p. 35). 

Novice Segway PT operators often underestimate the puwer of the two 1.88 kilowatt 
driven motors that power the device. When opt>ratd 0n wet ground, starting on an 
uphill gradient or attempting to move over srrwll steps, if the device is tilted too far 
forward the wheels are likely to slip as the inter!P.l processors attempt to keep the 
device upright. This can result in strong, jerky lilOvements, which can throw the rider 
off the Segway PT. There is also a risk of il",iuries and crashes if the device continues 
to travel for some metres. For example, l.h~ Segway PT may lurch into the traffic 
flow, or the steering grip may bou.r,.{:e and rise up while moving, potentially hitting a 
pedestrian (Darmochwal & Topp, 2006). 

Some other limitations of thf, S1.:gvray PT in terms of manoeuvrability are its inability 
to climb up steps greater tb.a.•J 1 CJ em high (Darmochwal & Topp, 2006), raising 
concerns about how a SF.::gvny l)T would handle the curb separating the road from the 
footpath if evasive action was required. 

3.3 Braking 
The ability to st0p quiGidy and safely in the event of an emergency is crucial for the safety of 

both the opem1or ~)fthe Segway PT and other road users around them. 

Goodridge (20')3) conducted an emergency stopping-distance experiment with an 

experieD.GtXL p~1ysically fit college-aged Segway PT owner/operator. The Segway PT 

oper:'ltor wa~ signalled to stop as fast as possible on level, dry asphalt from the Segway PT's 

to:J ~peed of approximately 20 km/h upon an acoustic and visual signal. The total stopping 

diste!ncc including reaction time was recorded. The average abrupt stopping-distance from 20 

kril 1L was 5. 7m. At the slowest speeds, the braking distance of a Segway PT was negligible. 
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To brake when riding a Segway PT, the operator straightens up from the forward leaning 

position they are in. However, when making a sudden braking manoeuvre, the operator musr 

shift his or her weight sharply backward (Goodridge, 2003). Since the Segway PT is a sel.r" 

balancing two wheeled device with a high centre of gravity, any such sudden and large :::hifl2 

in weight have the potential to throw the operator backward off the platform. Figure 4 (A) 

shows the lean angle present in a bicycle applying maximum rate of deceleration. Figure 4 

(B-D) shows the lean angles of a Segway PT at increasing rates of deceleration. It is clec<r 
that to achieve a rate of deceleration similar to that of a bicycle, the operator must <;hift his or 

her weight substantially behind upright. Goodridge observed that the extre!nc backwards 

lean that is displayed in Figure 4 (D) is attainable by some expert operatv~s wh0 ure able to 

shift their weight sharply backwards whilst also lowering their body m~d th'l8 their centre of 

gravity towards the platform. However, such a skilful manoeuvre is net ;ikely to be 

achievable by an inexperienced operator. 

Figure 4: Lean angle required to stop a bicycle (A) and Segway PT (B-D) 

Source: (Goodridge, 2003) 

The maximum deceleration :ate is also limited by the tyre friction on the travel surface. 

Different surfaces have diftP,rcnt levels of friction based on their surface texture and the 

presence of loose material or .liquid. Also, when a tyre is skidding there is less friction. Cars 

with anti-lock brakes detect when tyres begin to slide and reduce braking enough to return to 

maximum friction (Lanrlis et al., 2004). Cyclists can usually correct for a skid, but face a 

challenge maintaining l:alance if the front tyre begins to slide (Darmochwal & Topp, 2006). 

On a Segway PT wheel traction is extremely important for the dynamic stability control. If 

the wheek slip dmilig hard braking gravity will pull the operator toward the ground very 

quickly For this reason, the Segway PT operator may need to be careful about not 

attemptio.g t0 brake harder than the surface friction allows. On loose or wet braking surfaces, 

the til~ximum safe deceleration for a Segway PT may be as low as 0.3 Gs (shown above in 

Fig~J1(:; 4(C}) (Goodridge, 2003). 
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With a velocity of 20 km!h and an immediate deceleration rate in poor conditions of 0.3 Gs, 

the braking distance of a Segway PT is about 5.2m. By comparison the stopping distance of 

a bicycle travelling at the same speed with a deceleration rate of 0.6 Gs is 3.8m and the 

stopping distance of a car also travelling at 20 km/h with a deceleration rate of 0.8 Gs is 

2.7m (see Table 3). However, this does not include reaction time, which depends on a6c a1i~ 

level of preparation. For the Segway PT stopping distance experiments described ah0Ve 

(Goodridge, 2003), the prepared operator's reaction time was between 0.7 and 0.8 

seconds. For the purpose of estimating typical stopping times, an alert operator read1on time 

of 0.75 seconds adds about 4.3m to the stopping distance of any vehicle wlien travelling at 

20 km!h (Liu & Parthasarathy, 2003). 

Stopping distance also incorporates hazard perception/recognition time; which is the amount 

of time that may elapse before a vehicle operator notices that braking b ·.1eeded. Hazard 

perception time may easily be longer than one second when the use1 is looking at road signs, 

instrumentation, people, or adjacent traffic. This delay adds an additional 5.5m to the 

stopping distance at 20 km/h regardless of vehicle type (Goodridgll). Therefore, in poor 

conditions from a software controlled top speed of 20 km!h, ot'.\'r, bazard perception and 

reaction time have been taken into account, the typical sroppi:t:!.£ distance of a Segway PT is 
approximately 15m. 

Table 3: Stopping distances of different mrides o·i transport travelling at 20 
km/h on poor braking surfaces 

Vehicle Deceleratio 
Type nRate 

SegwayPT 0.3 Gs 

Bicycle 0.6Gs 

king Bra 
Dis tance 

5.2 IIi 

f~l··· 
~R~~ction 

Dist. 0.75s 
---+ 

---
3.& m 4.3m 

Car 0.8 Gs I 2 c; n\ 
'----------L-----L 

Hzd. Percp. Total Stop 
Dist.ls Distance 

15m 

5.5m 13.6m 

12.5m 

This analysis illustrates fh'lt ~uuler optimal conditions the Segway PT has similar stopping 

characteristics to a ca1; or bicycle. However, when operating in poor conditions, the Segway 

PT' s rate of decelem!iDn i~ limited by the high centre of gravity and low surface friction, and 

the braking distanc~ is &:s much as 50% poorer than that of a car. 

Darmochwal a·.1d Topp (2006) observed novice Segway PT riders attempting an emergency 

braking manot:uvre on dry flat asphalt (the best possible conditions), and found that in 14% 

of all <;a:es, tilt: minimum deceleration value (3.5 m/s2
) for the braking ofmotorcycles was 

not reacht:d, r..nd in 37% of all cases the minimum deceleration value (5.0 m/s2
) demanded 

for :n0tor cars was not reached. The researchers went on to say "often, shortly after the riders 

beg.:m f(, brake and reached the maximum deceleration rate, a sudden loss of control over the 

d31i.ce happened. At that point the dynamic balancing system of the Segway PT tried to 

cwnpensate the backward shift of the braking leading to an oscillating of the Segway PT, 

which increased the stopping distance and in some cases caused the operator to fall" (p. 38). 

In comparison to slower but controlled braking, the stopping distance becomes clearly longer 

if the rider brakes too fast and has problems controlling the device. Darmochwal and Topp 

concluded that the advanced rider could stop the device safely in most cases, while beginners 

obviously had considerable problems with the control of the device. 
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4 Where does the Segway PT belong? 
As this report has so far discussed, currently the Queensland Road Rules do not provide any 

provision for Segway PT use on the road network (NTC, 2009) and the device does rwt fit 

any of the current vehicle classifications identified in the Australian Design Rules. An 

examination of the safety specifications of the Segway PT revealed it has very similar S!-~(jd, 

manoeuvrability and braking capabilities to that of a bicycle in optimal dry conditions. 

However, in poorer conditions (wet, slippery or lose surfaces) the manoew ml,ility and 

braking capabilities are considerably inferior. When considering the safer~. implfGBtions of 

allowing Segway PT use, it is important to consider where the devices 'vodd 1-,e used. To 

this end, there are five options: 

• Only allow Segway PTs on road-related areas, but not on the rc1-d; 

• Only allow Segway PTs on the road, but not road-related S'.trrounding areas; 

• Allow Segway PTs anywhere on the road network; 

• Ban Segway PTs from the road network; or 

• Allow Segway PTs on entertainment precincts and pnva;:e property. 

4.1 Comparison to Bicycles 
As Segway PTs are currently not permitted to trav~l. anywhere within the road network, 

comparisons are often made with bicycles Wilen considering where a Segway PT could 

potentially be used. As discussed abo·;~\ in optiinal conditions bicycles have similar 

capabilities with regard to speed, maMcuv.-a':Jility and braking. Currently in Australia, 

bicycles do not require licensing or r~gistntion and may be operated on designated bike 

paths or roads except where signed 0the::wise. Under the Australian Road Rules (NTC, 2009) 

a bicycle rider over the age of 12 is Jwt permitted to ride on a pedestrian footpath. However, 

under a 'law of jurisdiction' Glau~e, Queensland does allow bicycle riders of any age to ride 

on footpaths, so long thev keep left, always give way to pedestrians and do not ride in a 

manner that inconveniwr;e:> 0r endangers other footpath users (Transport Operations (Road 

Use Management Rrx1d Pnles) Regulation, 2009). It has been suggested that, given 

bicycles are allow~d to b;:; ridden on road and road-related areas in Queensland, Segway PTs 

should also be pennitted. The similar safety specifications and capabilities of Segway PTs 

and bicycles rn:pp')rt this argument. However, bicycles are still a risky mode of transport. 

Cyclists afe ! 3.'L) ~imes more likely to be involved in a fatal crash than the occupants of a 

car w11eD mebs•Jred by kilometre travelled (see Table 4). Critics may argue that is simply an 

artefact of the greater distance cars are able to travel. However, even per trip (2.67 times 

more likely) or per hour ( 4 times more likely), travelling by bicycle is still significantly more 

ritky tl.Ell travelling by car. 
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Table 4: Fatality rates per kilometre, trip and hour per 100 million population 
in the UK 

--., 

PerKm Per Trip Per Hour I 
-j 

Air 0.03 55 15 
·~----:-

Bus 0.03 0.3 0.1 

Rail 0.1 2.7 4.8 

Van 0.2 2.7 00 
+---

Car 0.4 4.5 j15 
r--._ 

Water 0.6 25 j 12 
r -

Bicycle 4.3 12 60 
--

Foot 5.3 5.1 20 
-

Motorcycle 9.7 100 300 
--.. 

Source: (RSPC, 1997) 

Clearly, riding a bicycle does present a greater riskofthtality than travelling by car. 

However, it has been argued that there are health,_ fitness and environmental benefits of 

riding a bicycle that offset the added risk of fatality compared to travel by car (Rojas-Rueda 

et al., 2011). Rojas-Rueda et al. estim~tec rhft health and environmental benefits of bicycle 

use compared to travel by car in Barcelorr~, :-.:;pain. Researchers compared participants in a 

bicycle hire scheme (n = 181 ,982) wh0 &lways commuted via bicycle to those whose primary 

mode of travel was a car. Amongst cyvlists, Rojas-Rueda et al. estimated that there would be 

slight increases in the mortality rate (per billion kilometre travelled) due to on road incidents 

and exposure to air pollutior., howeyer, these were far outweighed by the reduction in 

mortality rate due to incre::tsed pi.ysical activity. It was estimated that 12.46 fatalities would 

be saved each year duetu the ir1crease in physical activity and resulting health and fitness 

benefits. In addition, '!n1i!1al carbon dioxide emissions were estimated to be reduced by over 

9 million kilograms (almo~t a 1% decrease in emissions from all motor-vehicle activity). 

Another study estimat.~(l the change in life expectancy resulting in replacing short car trips 

with bicycle rid~s (Juhan, Boogaard, Nijland & Hoek, 2010). Authors reported an average 

decrease i!l life exp;:)ctancy of 5-9 days due to the increased risk of traffic incident and up to 

a 40 dety decrease in life expectancy due to the increased exposure to air pollutants. 

Howevtr: u!'.cc again these decreases were far outweighed by the estimated 14 month 

incre3se in life expectancy from the health and fitness benefits of regular physical activity. 

Tl•e <>arr 0 argument, for benefits to health and the environment, cannot be made for Segway 

rT:'. Despite the best efforts of the manufacturer to market the device as a replacement for 

Chl'P, in reality the device is likely to replace walking and/or cycling. This is due to the 

Emited storage capacity of the devices and the issues surrounding secure storage of the 

devices. As such, Segway PTs would have a negative health and fitness implications for its 

operators. Segway PTs must also be charged regularly to power the device. In Australia, this 

electricity is likely to come from coal burning power stations, adding to annual carbon 

dioxide emissions. 
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These issues reduce support for the argument that Segway PTs should be allowed to operate 

on the road network because they are like bicycles, 

4.2 Segway PTs on road-related areas 
The Australian Road Rules (NTC, 2009) define a road-related area as including any of the 

following: 

• an area that divides a road; 

• a footpath or nature strip adjacent to a road; 

• an area that is not a road and that is open to the public and desigmt~d for use by cyclists 

or animals; or 

• an area that is not a road and that is open to or used by the puL!ic for driving, riding or 

parking vehicles. 

Of particular interest to safety is the use of Segway PTs on perl.~strian footpaths- this will be 

the focus of this section. In pedestrian areas, the Segway PT should not operate faster than at 

a walking speed (Darmochwal & Topp, 2006). However, a Se~;;way PT can travel up to seven 

times faster than the average walker, empowering the operM.:>t with considerable speed. This 

report has noted that Segway PTs can travel at speec~s similar to a bicycle, and where the 

terrain permits they are likely to be operated at m::_ximu..'11 speed and at this speed their 

manoeuvrability and braking capabilities are si~l~ilart(· that of a bicycle. On the footpath the 

Segway PT is the more powerful unit and has the capability of causing injury to pedestrians 

(and even other users like cyclists) in the ev0nt of a crash, so its ability to avoid conflicts, 

and the potential for and severity of inj·~ry a;,td damage should such conflicts arise, should be 

considered. 

4.2.1 Potential for conflict or c.-ashes 
As identified earlier, operating & S~:gway PT on a footpath has the potential to cause conflict 

between the Segway PT ar..<i IJeu"!Rtrians or cyclists. This presents a significant problem, as 

the Segway PT has a higher ma<;s than a bicycle, and operates considerably faster than the 

average pedestrian, and thert:lore has greater kinetic energy than either of these 

transportation modes. '11~i:> means that injuries and damage due to crashes involving Segway 

PTs are likely to 1J~; mxe serious than those involving bicycles and pedestrians. Another 

consideration to bs !!!:<de is the platform of the Segway PT, which is positioned at about the 

height of an cd•llt shinbone and has sharp metal edges, and so has the potential to cause 

considF.;r::<'ule i;tjury to pedestrians (Darmochwal & Topp, 2006). 

An averaze Segway PT weighs between 37.6kg and 43kg and is rated for a maximum load of 

1SOkg (up to 35kg of cargo and an operator weighing up to 115kg) (Boniface et al., 2011). 

This CL'l' iJ amount to a total weight of almost 200kg travelling at a speed of at least 20km/h 

(oq-'0tcntially as fast as 29km/h if the software controlled top speed is circumvented). 

P1gure 5 shows the relationship between speed and mass and the resulting kinetic energy. As 

can be seen, the heavier the Segway PT and operator and the faster the travelling speed, the 

greater the kinetic energy. Kinetic energy can be conceptualised as 'potential energy' -if it 

is not dissipated properly with the correct braking systems the consequences of an impact 

can be deadly (Sobhani, Young, Logan & Bahrololoom, 2011). 
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Figure 5: Kinetic energy of a Segway PT at varying speeds (1 0, 15, 20, 25 & 30 
km/h) and different total weights (1 00, 150 & 200 kg) compared to an average 
pedestrian (black dot) 

Given the manufacturers claims that tl.e Segway PT is designed for use in pedestrian spaces 

and has similar characteristics to a r;edel.tna11, we can compare the potential for conflict 

between Segway PTs and pedestri~w<>. A pedestrian weighing 80kg walking at an average 

speed of 6 km/h (represented by £he black dot in Figure 5) would have a kinetic energy 

potential of 111.1 J. This is cOiil.yL!!"cd to a Segway PT carrying maximum load, weighing 

200kg and travelling at its potential top speed of 29 km/h (represented by the red line in 

Figure 5), which would li~.ve 62 times as much kinetic energy (6944.4 J). Whilst it is 

possible to have a sil)lilarly sized pedestrian travelling at a similar speed, a 150kg person 

sprinting at 20 km!h 'Nonie! be a very rare occurrence on a footpath. Such a person would still 

have three times :ess kinetic energy (2314.8 J) than the Segway PT carrying maximum load 

and travelling at ti1Mimum speed. This pedestrian, however rare, would also be much better 

able to dodg~ atJ.d 'weave around other pedestrians than a person on a Segway PT 

(Good~'icige, 2003). 
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Footpaths that are likely to be shared by different age groups with various activity and 

reaction levels are at greater risk. It has been shown that the Segway PT, which can travel up 

to seven times faster than a walking pedestrian, increases the conflicts between pedestrians 

and Segway PT users. Liu and Parthasarathy (2003) conducted a hindrance/conflict anaiysu; 

to estimate the frequency of such conflicts arising between Segway PTs and pedestriarw 0!1 a 

footpath. Their model assumes that pedestrian and Segway PT users would be the wly 
modes travelling along the footpath. They calculated the frequency of hindrance betweei! 

pedestrians and Segway PT users travelling in the same and opposite direction and e~timated 

the potential for conflict to arise as a result. They found the frequency of cr,11flict is directly 

related to the travel speed and flow rate of the modes involved. As such ~h~ frequency of 

conflicts may become very high when the pedestrian flow increases (e.[;., h1.1sy urban 

footpaths). Liu and Parthasarathy conclude that Segway PT use along l)Lsy footpaths would 

create enormous hindrance/conflicts, which would impede both pt:vlcGfTiaJ.< and Segway PT 

use, and even has the potential to spill over into motor-lanes. How a St:p;,,vay PT could 

negotiate pot-holes and uneven surfaces are also causes of conc;t.rn, particularly due to its 

inability to handle steps of more than 1 Ocm. 

4.3 Segway PTs on the road 
According to the manufacturer, the Segway PT was cl_c-cigned and constructed for use in 

pedestrian areas; the device was never intended hJ inter<:ct with motor cars on traffic roads 

(Landis et al., 2004). So far this paper has highlighwo 3ome of the problems associated with 

permitting Segway PT use on footpaths and the very likely potential for conflict with 

vulnerable pedestrians. It is now worthwhi1e c::msidering the implications of allowing 

Segway PTs to be operated on the road itself. rfl1e ARR define a road as "an area that is open 

to or used by the public and is develorcd fuf. or has as one of its main uses, the driving or 

riding of motor vehicles" (NTC, 2009). 

There are several issues that W(' uld !JeeJ be resolved if the Segway PT was to be permitted to 

travel on roads in Queenslanri. 0Jllt"lltly the Segway PT is not identified within the 

Australian or Queensland Rvad RJ.tles nor is it specifically defined within the Australian 

Design Rules meaning kgi::'lati' e change would be required for the device to be regulated 

under registration or licensjn;; schemes. There is also the potential for a large speed 

differential to exist shnuld Segway PTs and cars interact together on the road. On the road 

the Segway PT o:)erat·)1" becomes the vulnerable user and consideration needs to be given to 

protective equipii11-;~! that may need to be worn by operators. These issues are considered in 

detail below. 
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4.3.1 Speed Differential 
Speed differential is the difference between the speeds of vehicles that are travelling in the 

same direction along a roadway (Solomon, 1964). For example, if traffic generally mow.,; c;.t 

60 km/h and a Segway PT is only capable of travelling at 20 km/h, the speed differential is 

40 km/h. A speed differential above 30 km/h begins to present significant safety conc(::n1:.: 

(Solomon). When the speed differential approaches 45 to 55 km/h, the likelihood ofC~ 

collision between fast-moving vehicles and a slow moving Segway PT increases very 

quickly. Rear-end collisions are very common on roads and streets carrying vehicl~p with 

large speed differentials (Research Triangle Institute, 1970). Given a Segw~y PT operator is 

considerably more exposed and vulnerable than a driver of a car, injurit>d ::ustaiilel! from 

being hit at speed from behind are likely to be severe or even fatal. In )i;cnei<Jl when the 

speed differential is high, it is also likely that crashes will be more sever·~, C<!use greater 

property damage, and result in more injuries and fatalities. As sud1 kef,ping the speed 

differential as low as possible is very important for safety reason~. as indicated by Table 5 

below. 

Table 5: Speed differential and the risk of crash~s 

Speed Differential Likelihood of Cni 

lOmph (16km/h) Minimal 

20mph (32km/h) 3 times zrc'ltcr tha 
",' 

nat 10 mph 

30mph ( 48km/h) 23 times greater th an at 10 mph 
-

35mph (56km/h) 90 tim;:;s greater th an at lOmph 

Source: (Research Triangle Institute, 1970) 

Solomon (1964) conducted a col':ipr,".~ensive study of more than 10,000 crash-involved 

drivers and their vehicles anrl t'JI.C~llliued how other roadway, driver, and vehicle 

characteristics affect the prvhbi!hy of being involved in a crash. He found that the 

probability of being invCivcd in a crash per vehicle-mile as a function of on-road vehicle 

speeds followed a U-shapt::'l curve, known as the Solomon curve (see Figure 6 below). 

Speeds considerablvh~1ow or above the median had the highest probability of being 

involved in a crash. Cirillo (1968) conducted a similar study of 2,000 vehicles on urban 

highways that aud!ess.::Jd impact of speed differential on crashes that involved two or more 

vehicles and :'Gnnd .1 similar U-shaped curved relationship between speed differential and 

crash rist ... Hal'er (1971, as cited in Meyer, Gomez-Ibanez & Tye, 1999) provided a 

theoreti<:al fou1.ldation for the Solomon curve stating "if I drive at 45 mph, while the median 

of Lbe pack is 60 mph, how many cars will pass me in an hour and hence have a chance to 

colhde v.rith me?" (p. 276). Modelling of this theoretical distribution was nearly identical to 

tht: .Sulomon curve (Meyer et al.). 
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Figure 6: Variation from average speed vs. the accident involvement rate (per 
100 million vehicle miles) 

Source: (Solomon, 1964) 

Two potential problems with the Sobtn'11i (1964) and Cirillo (1968) studies have been 

identified: the police reports, drive,' s rt;ports, and third party estimates used were subject to 

error and unknown reliability; md many of the crashes involving slow speed likely involved 

vehicles that were stopping J.r "lowing to turn or just entering the road. The Research 

Triangle Institute (1970) co1-:.riu~ted a study where data was collected on 114 crashes 

involving 216 vehicles c11 a :stqte highway in Indiana. To address the problems raised with 

the earlier studies, the .resc;vchers combined automated speed monitoring devices with 

trained on-scene c1a:o:h .fr'"l'.'~stigators, and distinguished vehicles slowing to negotiate a turn 

from vehicles movi.'"!8 s~owly in the flow of traffic. Reporting on these results West and 

Dunn ( 1971) ..;oufitmed the findings of Solomon and Cirillo but found that crashes involving 

turning v~hictes accounted for 44% of all crashes observed in the study, and that excluding 

these ..;r.~shes fl'Om the analysis greatly attenuated the factors that created the U shape of the 

Solomon cui'Ve. 

In a more recent study examining the relationship between speed differential and 
crash ir.volvement, Moore, Dolinis and Woodward (1995) analysed the speeds of 45 
V\'hicles involved in severe crashes in the Adelaide metropolitan area and compared 
t_l}_e;,se with speeds of other vehicles passing through the crash locations at the same 
t1me of day, day of week, and season. Travelling speeds of vehicles involved in 
crashes were determined using crash reconstruction techniques. Overall, crash
involved vehicles were relatively more frequent than controls in the highest speed 
categories, as shown in Figure 7 below. 
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30~--------------------------------------------------~ 

Speed Category (km~h} 

Figure 7: Observed frequency of speeds for acckiE'h( involved vehicles (black 
bars) compared to expected frequencies of ~t"Hittui vehicles (striped bars) in 
60km/h zones. 

Source: (Moore, Dolillis and Woodward, 1995) 

As can be seen in the above figure, the observed frequency of speeds for crash involved 

vehicles in 60km/h zones was below the exper.ted frequency at all speed differentials below 

the posted speed limit (i.e. vehicles travelline less than 60kmlh) and this trend was reversed 

for vehicles travelling greater than 2 5K:m/h ~oove the speed limit. These results cast doubt 

over the findings of the previous swcii~s conducted decades earlier by Solomon (1964), 

Cirillo (1968) and The Research.T:-fil:;J.gle Institute (1970). It appears the effect of speed 

differential on crash involvem~nt !or vehicles travelling below the posted speed limit is not 

nearly as severe as predictcJ 1-,y these earlier studies, and less of an issue than the speed 

differential of vehicles travelli,~g significantly above the posted speed limit. Although 

Moore et al. 's (1995) re~ults must be viewed cautiously as the sample size was small, 

the comparison speeds were collected up to 3 years after the crash occurred, and the 

degree of confo'X1dio1g by blood alcohol concentration was unknown. To the authors 

knowledge tht>rc h:-,ve not been any further studies into the relationship between speed 

differential and crm:h involvement and clearly further research is needed to clarify the 

relationshl:p. \·Vhat is clear is that deviations from mean speeds on roads can cause conflicts 

between vehi~l.es to arise, whilst the specifics of this relationship are still unclear, wherever 

pC'bGible ath::~npts should be made to reduce any speed differential. Hence introducing the 

Set?"'iv•[ly PT, with software controlled speed of 20km!h or even a potential maximum speed of 

29kur/b {if the software were to be bypassed), to the road network is likely to increase the 

prc~ntial for conflict and crashes on the roads. 
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5 Injuries sustained while operating a Segway PT 
As with most modes of transportation, inappropriate use of, or having a crash while usi:ts a 

Segway PT, has the potential to cause serious injury and perhaps even death (Vincen~, Hiv-;k 

& Black, 2009). When considering the potential safety implications of allowing S.:gvyay l-'1 s 

on the road network, it is important to understand the incidence and severity of injuries 

resulting from riding a Segway PT. Although, due to the relatively small number of Segway 

PTs in existence, there are not many published studies examining injuries sustained when 

riding one. The limited literature on Segway PT-related injuries is preser.xed below. 

Boniface et al. (20 11) examined admissions due to Segway PT related ~Ulj' at a hospital in 

Washington, DC over a three year period from April2005 to Novembt;r 2008. Researchers 

identified 41 cases that presented to the hospital with injuries due ro Segway PT use, each of 

whom had fallen off the device; there were no cases involving a motorv~hicle crash. Several 

cases involved the rider striking an immobile object, including apark bench, a signpost, a 

light pole, and a tree. Only seven patients (17 .1%) had documq'Jted helmet use while using 

the Segway PT. Ten of the 41 patients (24.4%) were admitted, fpur patients (40% of 

admitted patients) had traumatic brain injuries. The Inj"crf Severity Score (ISS) for the 

admitted patients ranged from 4 to 27 (ISS scores can tmge {rom 1 to 75). There were 3 

"severe" injury cases (ISS> 16), 4 "moderate" inju_ry r:ascs (ISS 9 to 15), and 3 "minor" 

injury cases admitted (ISS < 9). Two underwent surge!) during their hospital stay. In 

addition, one patient presented with rib fractures an.G a significant hemothorax. The 

maximum intensive care unit stay was two d:.tys, and the median hospital length of stay was 

2.5 days, with a range from 2 to 7 days. There were 10 other patients with fractures; several 

of these patients had sustained injurie~ thi!t. were likely to need orthopaedic surgery in the 

week after their hospital visit. 

5.1 Summary 
Like other risky transport me des the injuries that can be sustained when operating a Segway 

PT can be severe and ha',~ }oilglasting ramifications. As this report discussed earlier, the 

risk of injury associated with Segway PT is not mitigated by health and environmental 

benefits to the same exte:rr: as other highly vulnerable and risky transport modes such as 

cycling. This is br.;c;au~e Segway PT use is likely to replace greener transport modes and as 

such have negative he?jth and environmental impacts. Caution needs to be taken when 

considering allowing use of these devices on public road and road-related areas. As Segway 

PTs beco!r!e !11c::.-casingly popular worldwide it likely that there will be more published 

literature flrol.Pd the types, severity and incidence of injuries sustained either while operating 

the device or arising from a conflict with one. When more information becomes available a 

cl~~.-~t picture will be able to be formed about the implications of allowing Segway PT use 

w1+hirr che road network. 
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6 Conclusion 
The Segway PT device is currently not defined in Australian or Queensland law and th~:.rc 

are no rules about these devices in either the Australian Road Rules or the Queenslano. P.oa<l 

Rules. The Segway PT is also yet to be specifically defined by a vehicle category within the 

Australian Design Rules. As such, with the exception of a limited exemption in the ACT f0r 

use around Lake Burley Griffm and areas of the Commonwealth Parliament Hous} p:.:ecinct 

in Canberra, the Segway PT cannot currently be registered or ridden on a FJad or road

related area in Australia. To allow Segway PT use on the Queensland ro::td network in some 

form a legislative amendment would be required. Specific exemptions t0 tbe Queensland 

Road Rules may only be issued if the exemption will not compromi.se p1.;•.blic safety. Sections 

3 and 4 of this report have identified several important issues regarding pubiic safety both to 

the operator of the Segway PT and other road users that would make this provision 

problematic. 

An examination of the safety specifications of the Segway IT ~ es ,~a1ed that in optimal dry 

conditions the Segway PT has similar speed, manoeuvrability ~n.d braking capabilities to that 

of a bicycle. Although, in poorer (wet, slippery or loose gravel) conditions or when taking 

emergency evasive action the Segway PT underperforms the bicycle due to it's high centre 

of gravity and relatively poorer surface friction. The st::tbthsation function that keeps the 

Segway PT upright can actually throw the opemtor off the device in the event of an extreme 

braking manoeuvre. These safety issues raise C011cerns for allowing Segway PT use on the 

Queensland road network. 

Further analysis revealed it is undesir'1bk t0 al.10w the Segway PT to be operated on 

footpaths as their braking and manoe'.lvrabtli>;y constraints and significantly greater speed 

and mass, compared to pedestriam, results in much a much higher kinetic energy. If not 

dissipated appropriately, this enorg)' bi!5 the potential to cause significant damage and injury, 

particularly to the vulnerable pede:':tdan. Allowing Segway PT use on the road also raises 

serious safety concerns. On the rwd the Segway PT operator becomes the vulnerable user as 

they mix with other fastt>~' movwg and heavier vehicles. The potential for conflict and 

crashes increases wher: vellicJt:s using the same road are travelling at different speeds. The 

literature into the rebtion~h:ip between crash involvement and speed differential is still 

unclear but it is gr~ne:r?.lly accepted that the greater the differential the greater the potential 

for conflict. In the case of Segway PTs, the slower moving devices are likely to be passed 

very regularly by other faster moving vehicles increasing the chances of a crash. 

Given the si.::.nilarities between bicycles and the Segway PT a comparison was made between 

the devi~es forthe safety implications of their use within the road network. Bicycles are a 

ri~.ky mode uftransport, however, these risks are mitigated by the health and environmental 

ben;::lits <:ssociated with cycling. Segway PTs, however, are most likely to replace green 

f0r1Y1S 0itransport and as such have detrimental health and environmental effects. These 

i.,;snes raise doubt that the liking of Segway PTs with bicycles is entirely valid. 

The National Transport Commission (NTC) have provided the following recommendations 

m relation to allowing the use of Segway PTs on the Australian road network: 

• Segway PTs are not needed on the road network and so the current regulations 

which prevent them from being used do not need to be altered; and 
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• Segway PTs are undesirable on footpaths and other road related areas as they 

are potentially dangerous to pedestrians and so the current regulations which 

prevent them from being used in these areas do not need to be altered. 

Based on the views of the NTC, and evidence that allowing Segway PT operators ont0 the 

Queensland road network may place both Segway PT operators and other road users ( eg. 

pedestrians and cyclists) at risk, it is recommended that Segway PTs continue to opet<!tt <:-nly 

on private property. 
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Appendix A- NTC Position on PMDs 

.IJJmnlmy2006 

Mr Rcibin Dunlop 
· Levell(}, Petherick To<.vcr 
3K42 Waring taylor. Street 

· Wi':LUNG'TON NZ 

P~tsonal Mobility Devices · 

. Ni:!i:ional Trani;> port Commis~•o··· 

Levl'll H~ 1 628 BoiJr!·!l Strfl~t 
· Melbot!r~;; vrc 3oiio 

t' fli J 9236 5000 
1:1>1 ;o;sMz !lOn 

Seve111l jill'i;';dictioiml:rotid a(;thO:rities h<ivt heeh a['lptoached by iJl\j};)i·t.:;y~,.·()l:;Hibl!Wrs or useJ'B of 
Personal 1\ilobility. Devket~ {PlVIDs), such •as the Segway,. to seck. at1yi'-.:: ·a.:. k) the stt1tus ~;f these 

• PTv1Ds wrth\n juri~<di.;;tk,nal arid miti{mal higislatlo!J. These l:(;.,.d <:~nb::dtiCs hnv~ s1ib~cq~writi.y 
n1ised thr.;c it>suc with theAustl~llianRDad Ruie~·MaintenanceGrmlp (/\RI{I'vlG} to.determinc what 

· dtartg;cs art 11ccessary 10 allow lhe os.:; ofsuch·devkes, 

· Under current le:gi.slati{•n, PMDs with mo\ors that have u l'owttr c:ntput exceeding 20(} watts, are 
motor vehicles, <md (lrc therefim:: required to: .me<Jt the stanMtd~:; for rcgist1;ation, .mi<l.he ope.rat~;;d 

• oi1ly by ticenBed. drivers. 

The. A R.RJ\Ki noted that the l;se or such dcvices would leq>.1i:e consid.emtiz1n of changes not tmly to 
· road !·.ltlcs, but also .to vchic:le st;mdai·ds, reg!stnHioa r.c~iliircmei>ts <lnd, p(1ss;biy ~1~6 r.o Hcens111g 
. ]JQlicy <Jn~l third. party .i ilst1rar.:cc c(i.ycwgc, C\l!l;,;tdH:<;!ion pf tl1\J irnpnt:t ,;n all of th¢s'e areas and the 

development of workable po lioy posit ions w PI:•.::<:YinJ\~'.ldme a new class of \<ehicle wns beyond the 
scope {\C the ARRMG, m'1d in the absetR:e. of a pdii':y position hy any.jurisdictlun tr,} i>llow PMDs to 

. he ~lsGd; tbc amoqi1t ()[ w:~irkTc(tliii~f)d c6i.itri \:t)ih:.~ :Jctsli~kd, 

· Th'~ ARRMG made thu G:>l!C>\ving rec(>ITni>;1t~dll~;ons: 
• Segway,<c are rml needed on the n'ii'l· H('l'vbrk and s1) the current regulations Which preveJil them 

tt:om being uc:cd dotirih1eC:d tQ·~~.e :\b::r,~d; a:na· 
" Scgw~1ys are undcsi,rHble QP fi'l~;~p!<;humd tithqr mad re](}t(~d ;,reas as th~y are potctiUally 

dtlilgemrls !b l}edesiri<iils m1rl' .so Ut(' cun·cnt regula!i.tms whith JYtevent ilK~ll1 ilom being used •in 
these tlrcns 'k nnt need b0 ait;:1'ed. · 

·rhcse rt'commer1datiom: w;~r·.c d'ii'~lls~ed hy the Natinnall{oncl Safety Strategy Panel, which .agreed 
. .that there \\;as n6 tot'tipdiil{r ;\:,rs<m for allowing li1ii:. usc of lhcs~ devkes on J.he m<:~d JW\.>>i'o\k. lhnt 
· tl\HW~; igl\ecl ·the pi)tl.'in1i.1l s:d.i!Y. i·i;;k ·<if C()i1ipnrati'Yt;Jy lciw speed un[n'otected ·class t}f tt;~id user 

mixing >vith in:e\~ur vo::.h;.:::le \tnflk, or cjfmotmi:;;cd vehicle~ heij1g pennilkd to mix with pcdcstri~l!J 
· trame. ·· · · · 

As a Otlllsequenc1{ N ' do,:s.nol plmi lti tmdt':rllike any nc1ion to modifY the. i\RR <Yt• other national 
rcgultiw.ry iih!runiclH~ to i:tccruilinotl<it@ thy3c dcvicri:s, 

'{ours sineot•?lV 

,'} {i I .• L~:' J\ . rl .: 1· • L"\. 1'\...J J!., }.-rv•,,,,, r .. ' ~~ ~:;:. . . . .... 
,',. . ·.. . 
·:·,.11'' V;,'Hsou 
C]11rf Exedttivc 
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